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Abstract. In the near future, computing devices will be present in most
artefacts, will considerably outnumber the number of people on this
planet, and will host software the executes in a potentially hostile and
only partially known environment. This suggests the need for bringing
trust management into running software itself, so that executing soft-
ware be guard-railed by policies that reflect risk postures deemed to be
appropriate for software and its deployment context. We sketch here an
implementation of a prototype that realizes, in part, such a vision.

The technical work described below relies on the concept of Trust Evidence.
By this we mean any source of information (credentials, reputation, system state,
past or present behavior, etc.) that can be used in order to assess the trustworthi-
ness of running a unit of code. The variety of sources for Trust Evidence suggest
the need for an extensible language in which such evidence can be combined.
The quantitative (e.g. reputation) and qualitative (e.g. a claimed credential) na-
ture of such evidence means that such a language has to consistently compose
qualitative as well as quantitative notions of Trust Evidence.

We here present an exploratory case study (whose usability issues are dis-
cussed in [1]) where Scala [2] methods are the units of software that guard rails
are meant to control. Guard rails use heterogeneous Trust Evidence sources to
decide the circumstances in which methods may be invoked. The data-flow dia-
gram of our case study, in Figure 1, has a three-layered guard rail architecture.

Annotation blocks @Expects, @Policy, and @Switch precede each method
declaration and, roughly, correspond to a context-sensitive access request, a pol-
icy decision point (where the contextualized request is evaluated), and a policy
enforcement point (where the evaluated decision is realized) – as familiar from
access-control architectures. Atomic expectations (expressed in @Expects) may
be predicates associated with a certain trust score. Intuitively, truth of the pred-
icate secures this trust score in isolation. For example, an atomic expectation
may assign trust score 0.2 if the method is not called by a specific caller method.
Atomic trust scores would then be composed within sub-blocks based on a spec-
ified composition operator (e.g. a pessimistic min operator). Sub-block scores



may be accumulative, pessimistic, etc. and are themselves combined into a lo-
cal trust score that is referred to in the second level (@Policy), which specifies
a rule-based policy for whether or not to execute the method body. The third
level (@Switch) then implements the enforcement of the guard rails specified in
the expectation and policy levels. We implemented this as a switch statement
that ranges over possible policy decisions and that specifies, for each possible
decision, whether and if so how the “payload” method body should execute.

The proof of concept framework was implemented in the Scala programming
language [2]. One reason for choosing a JVM based language such as Scala is that
there exist frameworks to extend the language and inject behaviours/aspects at
various points of the source code, allowing us to deliver more refined, future pro-
totype implementations. The two frameworks we use in our first implementation
are: ANTLR [3] and AspectJ [4].
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Fig. 1. Dataflow of our trust-management implementation for method guard railing
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